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Introduction. Balancing efficiency and quality in resident education and clinical care is challenging, particularly in a large tertiary center with resident work hour restrictions. This study investigates the use of daily allocation of surgical residents to operative cases and clinics with the goal of improving patient care, resident education, and coverage. Methods. Surgical residents were allocated to cases and clinic activities a day ahead, with a central email generated and sent to all surgical staff the day prior to the procedures and duties. A ten-item questionnaire was administered to the staff on the surgery service before and after this intervention, evaluating perceptions of educational experience, patient care, and coverage of operative cases, clinic, and floor duty. Results. A total of 28 staff members participated. No significant difference was found in the perception of stress at work, coverage of OR cases, or clinic attendance after the intervention. However, a statistically significant increase (p < 0.05) was noted in the perception of resident’s educational experience in the clinic (39% vs. 94%), appropriate case distribution (54% vs. 94%), and quality of patient care (50% vs. 100%). Conclusions. Daily allocation of surgical residents to operative cases and clinic activities improves perceptions of resident educational experience and quality of patient care in a busy clinical setting.

1. Introduction

First implemented by Halstead in 1889, the formal surgical residency model revolutionized the training of young surgeons. An important feature of this model was a clear distribution of responsibilities and clinical duties among successive training years, ensuring that students had adequate experience and decision making capacities upon their completion of the training [1]. Over the past century, this model has been refined and standardized across the country, expanding upon the principles of Halstead. However, recent changes in resident work hour regulations, in 2003 limiting hours to 80 per week and in 2011 limiting intern shifts to no more than 16 hours, have sparked controversy over the quality of patient care and resident education within the current residency model [2].

In response to the perceived or realized problems of duty hour reform, program directors have employed a number of strategies to confront these new problems, with varying success. These strategies have included leadership/communication training, increasing access to technology, hiring of fellows and midlevel providers, increasing the number of residents in each year, and changes in scheduling [3, 4]. The changes in scheduling have focused on actual distribution of hours, such as utilizing a night float schedule, cross-coverage, and even computer algorithms to manage the complexities of scheduling [4–7].

Rather than focusing on the quantity of hours worked by residents, the goal of our intervention was to increase the quality and efficiency of these hours. Taking a cue from business management literature, our intervention utilized the classic theory of Hackmann and Oldham’s Job Characteristics Model, which lays out core job characteristics under which employees will have high motivation, efficiency, and job satisfaction [8]. We focused on improving three mediators of these outcomes: (1) role clarity, (2) skill variety, and...
(3) psychological ownership [8–10]. We instituted a more transparent scheduling system of assigning cases and clinic duties a day ahead (role clarity), based on both staff needs and resident educational requirements (skill variety), and dispersing this list through a service wide email (psychological ownership). We believed that this could improve perceptions of quality of patient care, case allocation, and overall resident education.

2. Methods
Surgical residents were allocated by the chief resident to cases and clinic activities a day ahead. The assignment of cases was based on resident year, attending team assignments, and clinic/operating room needs. As these variables change with each day, no algorithms were employed, rather the chief resident would manually assign the cases. A central email was generated specifying the allocations and roles. This was then sent to the students, residents, attendings, and ancillary staff in the Department of General Surgery.

A ten-item questionnaire survey was carried out before the use of the daily resident allocations and results compared to a postinterventional questionnaire at the end of the surgical rotation (4 weeks).

Surgery Quality Improvement Survey
(1) I am a:
[ ] medical student
[ ] PA/NP
[ ] attending
[ ] PGY1
[ ] PGY 2
[ ] PGY3
[ ] PGY4
[ ] PGY 5

(2) How stressed are you at work on a day-to-day basis?
○ 1—not at all
○ 5—very

(3) How much ancillary staff work do you do on a daily basis?
○ 1—a little
○ 5—too much

(4) How well are OR cases distributed among residents?
○ 1—poor
○ 5—excellent

(5) Do you feel like cases are appropriately/adequately covered?
○ yes
○ no

(6) If not, why?
○ case too advanced for me
○ my resident is too junior
○ not enough residents
○ other

(7) How often are you going to clinic?
○ 1×/week
○ 2×/week
○ 3×/week
○ 4×/week or more
○ It’s my clinic!

(8) How do you rate the educational value of clinic?
○ 1—poor
○ 5—excellent

Please explain:
(9) How well are patients cared for overall on the general surgery/trauma services?
○ 1—poorly
○ 5—exceptionally

(10) What can be improved about the general surgery/trauma services?

The time period of one month was selected, as this is the typical length of each junior resident rotation. This time period was used in an effort to provide a clearer delineation between pre- and postintervention. The paper questionnaires were distributed to the surgical staff on the General and Trauma/Acute Care Surgery service which included medical students, physician assistants, residents, and surgical attendings at our 627-bed level 1 trauma center. The respondents had been exposed to the “old” method of allocation for at least one month. The study was Institutional Review Board-approved, and informed consent forms were obtained from each subject.

Questionnaire data were collected using a 5-point Likert scale with results analyzed using Chi-square analysis of categorical data. A percentage of positive response (Likert > 3) was noted for the perception of the outcome measures.

3. Results
A total of 28 members of staff completed the preinterventional and postinterventional survey questionnaires. A total of 7 attendings, 16 residents, 4 medical students, and 1 physician assistant completed the surveys. Surgical house staff did not experience a change in the perception of stress at work before or after the use of scheduled OR and clinic assignments (39% vs. 41%; p = 0.9). Daily allocations of residents to the OR and clinic did not change the perception of inadequate coverage of OR cases (79% vs. 82%; p = 0.76) and clinic attendance (68% vs. 71%; p = 0.68). The amount
of ancillary work performed was decreased (32% vs. 18%, \( p = 0.29 \)), but this was not statistically significant.

The implementation of a daily resident allocation to the OR and surgical clinics did, however, improve perceptions of educational experience in the clinic (39% vs. 94%; \( p < 0.05 \)), appropriate case distribution (54% vs. 94%; \( p < 0.001 \)), and quality of patient care (50% vs. 100%; \( p < 0.05 \)). These data are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1. A subgroup analysis of these data did not prove any statistically significant differences between resident and attending perceptions.

### 4. Discussion

While the 80-hour work week has now been in effect for over 9 years, its effects on patient care and resident training, two of its goal outcomes, have not been clearly delineated in the literature.

Studies supporting work hour reform have demonstrated some beneficial outcomes of the changes, such as decreases in surgical complications and decreases in mortality [11–13], along with a maintained or increased number of cases performed by graduating surgical residents [14–21]. Investigations with opposing data have found an increase in morbidities or complications following surgical intervention [22, 23], a decrease in the total number of cases logged, or an increase in the percentage of uncovered cases [24–28]. What both groups of studies have demonstrated, however, is that the 80-hour work week has mandated difficult logistical challenges in maintaining continuity of care, appropriate case allocation, and case coverage in surgery programs, which some programs have dealt with successfully and others continue to work toward achieving [7, 28–30].

The findings of our study suggest that these challenges can be overcome by applying a simple but effective managerial model. Utilizing the basis of the Job Characteristics Model, role clarity is defined as “the extent to which required information is communicated and understood” [31]. Skill variety is defined as “a task that requires a person to engage in activities that challenge or stretch his skills and abilities” [8]. And finally, psychological ownership is provided through “coming to intimately know the target, through an investment in activities that challenge or stretch his skills and abilities” [32]. These core job characteristics were provided through a transparent and distributed scheduling system: assigning cases and clinic duties a day ahead (role clarity), based on both staff needs and resident educational requirements (skill variety), and dispersing this list through a service wide email (psychological ownership).

Of note, the outcomes of this model are geared towards increasing employee satisfaction and performance. Just as important as measurable education results (i.e., case numbers) is the residents’ perception of these factors. It has been shown that the number of cases logged does not consistently correlate with residents’ perceived surgical competency upon graduation [32, 33]. By ensuring employee (resident) satisfaction, while also ensuring appropriate case allocation, we believe this intervention helped align residents’ expectations of education with actual case volume. These expectations likely explain the discrepancy between attending perception of case distribution and that of the residents in those previous studies.

In addition, we propose that the significant increase in residents’ perception of the quality of patient care was positively affected by increasing psychological ownership. By making residents more accountable for scheduled clinic time through the service-wide schedule distribution, residents were afforded more opportunity to follow patients longitudinally and develop a personal connection with patients. Pierce et al. proposed that this increased psychological ownership will result in a more frequent search for job...
enrichment activities (skill and technique advancement) along with enhanced feedback seeking behavior (motivation for increased performance) [8, 10].

While our study provided results of a small cohort, we believe this model could be applicable to a wide variety of training programs. These findings highlight the increasing importance of management techniques in the health system, as time afforded for education and experience continues to tighten. Other proposed interventions, such as learning portfolios [34] and leadership training [3], provide the opportunity to further enhance this model and ensure a focus on the quality of training rather than quantity of training.

5. Conclusion

The daily allocation of surgical residents to operative cases and clinic activities the day before their duties was demonstrated to improve house staff perceptions of educational experience in the clinic, appropriate case distribution, and quality of patient care.
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